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Christian vision and emerging in late medieval painting and the mystery
plays would have profited from the work on Jan van Eyck of Lotte Brand Philip,
Carol J. Purtle, and Robert Baldwin, among others. Similarly, Roston's
attempts to correct the older view ofWolfflin do not acknowledge the seminal
work ofJohn Rupert Martin. I suppose one of the difficulties for any person
undertaking a significant interart approach is that of mastering two fields .
Nevertheless, Roston's study, well written and lucid, illuminates a complex
problem and cannot be adequately summarized in a brief space. He moves
easily from art to literature and vice-versa as he brings together a complex
of ideas in theology, philosophy, mythology, and hermeneutics in order to
explain particular problems in art and literary works. While looking back
at older approaches, his study generates the potential for new approaches
and should be read b y any person with a serious interest in the relationship
between Renaissance art and literature.
Eugene R. Cunnar
New Mexico State University

Peter Lindenbaum, Changing Landscapes: Anti-Pastoral Sentiment in the English
Renaissance, University of Georgia Press, 1986.
Without being excessively inaccurate, one might claim that Professor
Lindenbaum seeks to demonstrate that Dr. Johnson's opinion of the pastoral
as "easy, vulgar, and therefore disgusting" was in fact shared by such major
Renaissance practitioners of the pastoral as Sidney, Shakespeare, and Milton.
More accurately, however, Lindenbaum's purpose is to show that the writers
in questions respond negatively to the pastoral ideal as annunciated by Virgil
and Sannazaro and "announce their opposition to the kind of life it is
necessary to picture if one is to write pastoral at all" (ix).
The first chapter, "Pastoral and Anti-Pastoral," establishes the argumentative arena, using Virgil and Sannazaro as primary definers of the pastoral
world and establishing the fields of Arcadia, the Golden Age, its Edenic
Christian parallel, and otium. "An anti-pastoral attitude marks a commitment
to talk about man as he is and not as he might be in some perfect moral
state" (17) and therefore is to be seen as "more than an exclusively literary
phenomenon" (18). Rather, Lindenbaum argues, the anti-pastoral represents
a major moral and intellectual thrust of the English Renaissance. Of course,
the pastoral itself makes inevitable or contains the anti-pastoral; Lindenbaum,
however, sets the inevitable anti-pastoralism in specific and illuminating
authorial context. Moreover, he ends the chapter with the useful qualification that "what I am calling the 'anti-pastoral' throughout this study might
as easily be called 'pastoral' simply defined" (21).
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Lindenbaum devotes two chapters to Sidney, one to the Old Arcadia,
the other to New Arcadia. In the Old Arcadia he finds that Sidney "has
systematically deprived the pastoral experience of any ethical underpinnings" (52) and concludes that in the New Arcadia "the recognition of
human frailty is, in fact, what heaven itself explicitly demands of man" (86).
The detailed readings of the Arcadias will be of particular interest to Sidney
specialists.
The force of chapter 4, "Shakespeare's 'Golden Worlds,'" is perhaps
reduced by the qualification of the first chapter that the anti-pastoral
is the pastoral. Some readers will be bothered by the deliberately undramatic,
untheatrical reading of Shakespeare; the obvious dramatic reasons for "I pray
thee, mark me" (The Tempest 1.2.67) inevitably must be ignored for the
sake of the thesis. Nonetheless, Lindenbaum develops the argument for
Shakespeare's anti-pastoralism with care and detail.
"Milton's Paradise," the fifth chapter, argues effectively that "Eden is a
version of the pastoral, an image of our normal, complex life in simplified
form" (140). This chapter exemplifies Lindenbaum's close reading and
command of Miltonic literature but immerses the reader in perhaps more
critical combat than one wants-"the ire of Waldock, John Peter, and
R.J. Werblowski" (146-47)-and in issues over which "even readers who are
not Waldocks are likely to bristle" (169). Robert Burton's "sound drums and
trumpets" inevitably comes to mind. A good deal of critical debate is tucked
into the thorough footnotes, which debate might have been more happily
integrated into the text. This chapter is the richest and most polemical and
the one in which the reader is likely to be most involved and sometimes resistant. That "Milton is engaged ... in providing a statement of the human condition, and that in turn has a liberating effect upon Paradise Lost" (179), is,
however, a conclusion with which few readers will quarrel. The concluding
chapter, "English Anti-Pastoralism: Sources and Analogues," points to a
distinct preponderance of English criticism of the pastoral and further
develops the parameters of the attack on the pastoral's advocacy of the contemplative life, equating these English attitudes with the "Civic Humanism"
of fifteenth-century Florence and stressing both the influence of Protestantism and "Ciceronian commitment to active service" (189) as additional
determining factors. One of the merits of English Anti-Pastoralism is the wide
and thoughtful critical reading it displays. A bibliography collecting the
references in the notes would have distinctly enhanced this attractive and
valuable study of English pastoralism.
Charles L. Squier
University of Colorado

